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Nonword Repetition 

Form A 
Based on Gathercole and Adams (1993) 

Say: I am going to say some made-up words. You say exactly what I say. Let’s try one. loit. [pause for 
response]. 

  
If correct, say: Great job! You said the made-up word like I said it. Let’s do some more. 

If incorrect, say: I want you to say the same thing I say. loit. Your turn.  
 

Instructions: Begin at 1 for all children. Administer all 15 items.  
 

1. ____   tut /tʌt/ 

2. ____  derp /dɝp/ 

3. ____  bowp /baʊp/   

4. ____  lawm /lam/ 

5. ____  gerk /gɝk/ 

6. ____  baamby /bambi/ 

7. ____  kuwlerd /kulɚd/ 

8. ____  maylaan /meɪlan/ 

9. ____  kaalerg /kalɚg/ 

10. ____  baarper /baɚpɚ/ 

11. ____  kaelerdum /kælɚdəm/ 

12. ____  lihmowtel /limoʊtɫ/ 

13. ____  paembowly /pæmbaʊli/ 

14. ____  gluwmerot /glumɚat/ 

15. ____  nemaanerd /nəmanɚd/ 

 
 
 
Number Correct _______ 
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Nonword Repetition 

Form B 
Based on Gathercole and Adams (1993) 

Say: I am going to say some made-up words. You say exactly what I say. Let’s try one. loit. [pause for 
response]. 

  
If correct, say: Great job! You said the made-up word like I said it. Let’s do some more. 

If incorrect, say: I want you to say the same thing I say. loit. Your turn.  
 

Instructions: Begin at 1 for all children. Administer all 15 items.  
 

1. ____gaam              /gam/  

2. ____neyg              /neg/ 

3. ____nowb               /nob/ 

4. ____merg              /mɝg/ 

5. ____lawl               /laʊl/ 

6. ____pahperd                                  /papeɹd/ 

7. ____taryer                                      /taryɚ/ 

8. ____mihlowt                                    /miloʊt/ 

9. ____baetern                                    /bætɚn/ 

10. ____gernit                                       /gɚnət/ 

11. ____beelaany                                 /bilanɪ/ 

12. ____daysiyter                                 /desitɚ/ 

13. ____kulownerd                             /kuloʊnɚd/ 

14. ____gaemperly                            /gæmpɚlɪ/ 

15. ____potimly                                /poʊtɪmlɪ/ 

 
 
 
Number Correct _______ 
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Nonword Repetition 

Form C 
Based on Gathercole and Adams (1993) 

Say: I am going to say some made-up words. You say exactly what I say. Let’s try one. loit. [pause for 
response]. 

  
If correct, say: Great job! You said the made-up word like I said it. Let’s do some more. 

If incorrect, say: I want you to say the same thing I say. loit. Your turn.  
 

Instructions: Begin at 1 for all children. Administer all 15 items.  
 

1. ____   naag /nag/ 

2. ____  kerg /kɝg/ 

3. ____  bawn /ban/ 

4. ____  mayp /meɪp/ 

5. ____  glay /gleɪ/ 

6. ____  bangkey /beɪŋki/ 

7. ____  bahkuwn /bakun/ 

8. ____  meylerd /meɪlɚd/ 

9. ____  dihgayd /digeɪd/ 

10. ____  geydahd /geɪdad/ 

11. ____  baalowdum  /balodəm/ 

12. ____  nepaaperd  /nəpapɚd/ 

13. ____  glumerly /glumɚli/ 

14. ____  lownerdem /lonɚdɛm/ 

15. ____  keylerdum /kilɚdəm/ 

 
 
 
Number Correct _______ 
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Nonword Repetition 

Form D 
Based on Gathercole and Adams (1993) 

Say: I am going to say some made-up words. You say exactly what I say. Let’s try one. loit. [pause for 
response]. 

  
If correct, say: Great job! You said the made-up word like I said it. Let’s do some more. 

If incorrect, say: I want you to say the same thing I say. loit. Your turn.  
 

Instructions: Begin at 1 for all children. Administer all 15 items.  
 

1. ____   derg /dɝg/ 

2. ____  gowp /gaʊp/ 

3. ____  bayg /beg/ 

4. ____  muhl /mʌl/ 

5. ____  pawk /pak/ 

6. ____  lownerd /laʊnɚd/ 

7. ____  behgaht  /beɪgat/ 

8. ____  baarbaw  /baɚba/ 

9. ____  gaadahd /gadad/ 

10. ____  nehterd /neɪtɚd/ 

11. ____  kaelerdly  /kælɚdli/ 

12. ____  bowperot  /baʊpɚat/ 

13.  ____  limbaebow  /lɪmbæbaʊ/ 

14.  ____  pahmerdel /pamɚdɫ/ 

15.  ____   maemerdot /mæmɚdat/ 

 
 
 
Number Correct _______ 
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Nonword Repetition 

Form E 
Based on Gathercole and Adams (1993) 

Say: I am going to say some made-up words. You say exactly what I say. Let’s try one. loit. [pause for 
response]. 

  
If correct, say: Great job! You said the made-up word like I said it. Let’s do some more. 

If incorrect, say: I want you to say the same thing I say. loit. Your turn.  
 

Instructions: Begin at 1 for all children. Administer all 15 items.  
 

1. ____   gahg /gag/ 

2. ____  nern /nɝn/ 

3. ____  miyg /maɪg/ 

4. ____  gowp /gop/ 

5. ____  luhd /lʌd/ 

6. ____  baarbuh /baɚbə/ 

7. ____  luwterd  /lutɚd/ 

8. ____  kaalerm /kalɚm/ 

9. ____  lehkerd /leɪkɚd/ 

10. ____  bahkuwn /bakun/ 

11. ____  lehgerdly /legɚdli/ 

12. ____  daypitem /deɪpitɛm/ 

13. ____  laynerdem /leɪnɚdɛm/ 

14. ____  negaalerd /nəgalɚd/ 

15. ____  paaterdly /patɚdli/ 

 
 
 
Number Correct _______ 
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